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HOMEWORK

1) History of organisation of G.A.F. Horohdienst particularly:

a) Earliest stages

b) Evolution of IIl/Abt. from W-Stellen (with fullest

details)
Remaining W-Stellen

o) Final reorganisation. How was Hi/4 converted to

III/353 (company by company)

2) Cryptography

a) Details of HEROU^s own work

b) Details of work done

at Constanza Jugoslav ) describe systems

Greek ) attempted and

British ) solved.

o) Describe in detail work on Russian
2 - Z
3 - z
4 - Z

d) Describe methods (interception, forwarding, study,

results) on 5 - Z

3) Career of Hauptmann HEROLD in Horchdienst from 1937 - 1945
(units, locations, tasks, successes)

.

4) Liaison with

a) (Heeres) Kdr. d. N.A,

b) Marine B-Stellen (Konstanza, Eupatoria)

o) Ungarischem H-Dienst

5)

6)

R/T Cover in the Southern Seotojf of the Eastern Front

Russian »Y" Service (Southern Sector of the Eastern Front)
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EOT m EiS«M ™ m V^^SS LISTENDg_^5Sg

IN THE EftST (SOUTHERN SECTOR'

he formation of the German Listening Service of the G.A.F ^fSSLS*
1936. The first listening stations for covering the east were situa

in INSTERBUHG, GLINDOT near BERLIN, and PULSNITZ near DRESDEN
JJLther

security reasons these listeoi* : stations were called W st^"~ l

J®
atfter

Radio Receiving Stations) in 1937. The G.A.F. Listening Station in

INSTERBURG existed for only a short time. In place of it inJ»«
Prussia the W KCBEELEUDS near K0EMIGS3ERG was set up. Each W Station

had at its disposal a varying number of WO Stations (weather research

stations), which formed the direction-finding basis for the W Station.

Interception was also carried out from time to time at the WO Stations.

?he main station of the G.A.P. Listening Service was the WIO (Chi-Stelle)

with its seat at B rlin. The communication of results was done by

teleprinter and courier.

?he first eastern areas covered were Czecho-Slovakia, Poland and the

Soviet Union. The W Station at PULSNITZ covered the southern sector

in the east.

Lfter the formation of the Luftflotten from the Luftkreise, each Luftflotte

was allotted a W main station. On the outbreak of war these W main

stations formed the evaluation companies of the radio listening Abteilungen

After the incorporation of Austria in Reich territory the Austrian
Listening Service was taken over by the Luftwaffe. W main station 4
at Luftflotte 4 at that time was partly manned by Austrian listening
personnel. W stations attached to W main station 4 were:-

W 14 at KERSCHSTETTEN
W 24 at BRESLAU
W zbV at BUDAPEST, which was formed from the listening

. stations set up in Hungary by the Ln.Abt.
Cb.cuL. in October 1933.

On the formation of Ln.Rgt.4 at Luftflotte 4 the III Abteilung of this
regiment became a listening Abteilung. Abteilung III was under the
command of Ln.Rgt.4 for disciplinary purposes and operationally under tl
oommand of the Chief Signals Officer of Luftflotte 4. The W main stat:
and the W stations were under the oorfcsand of Abteilung III.

The 10th company was set up with the Abteilung as the first motorised
company. The personnel for it was drawn from the W stations and
available wireless personnel of the regiment . This company was alreadyin action in the Polish campaign. The Abteilung itself began bvtraining recruits On a second motorised company being set up/the9A, personnel trained by the Abteilung itself was principally utilised

^ WaS n° further traini"g Of recruits inlheAbteilung. Wireless personnel allocated as replacements were trainedfor the requirements of the Listening Service, before coming lor
SPifStf

W
u-Vhe Abteilu"g. ^ the former WO station PR^ST™near GRAZ, which was set up by the Abteilung as a listening SEP

Vi^f *° ATHENS fter Ihe end of the Greek campaign, became an^dependent company there, and later formed the foundation for ZRadio Listening Abteilung South-east at G.A.P. command, South-east

luM^S^ SsS CaD5aign
' ******* M * i

2 W Stations. " 68
(
Motorised

) and
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he W 24 moved to REICHSHDF after the

oompany (15/4). The cut-station of

became a oonpany (l6/4). Th^se two

at their stations.

campaign began and there for

the T zbV in KONSTANZA likewise

companies were static and remained

Abteilung follows

14 Coy
(formerly W
Main Station)

IIl/Ln-Rgt.4

9 Coy 10 Coy 15 Coy
(formerly W

16 Coy
er out

Station of

the W zbV)

W zbV
(dissolved
at end of

1942)

Further the Abteilung had at its disposal for operational purposes the

wireless listening companies of the Fliegerkorps (pi), but they fre-

quently changed theatres of operations with their corps* The demand

of Sig.Int. to put the wireless listening companies of the Flieger-

korps (pi.) in every respect under the command of the wireless listening

Abteilungen met with vigorous resistance on the part of the corps and

could not be put into effect in the southern sector until September 1944#

The disciplinary subordination of the Abteilung to LN.Rgt.4 sometimes
met with difficulties, as there was not always at regiment the necessary
understanding of the requirements of the wireless listening service.

A demand was therefore made that the wireless listening Abteilungen
should be put under the command of the chief signals officer of the
Luftflotten as independent Abteilungen. Unfortunately this never took
place.

o) In November 1944 the new Ln. Wireless Listening Regiment East (Ln.Rgt.353'
was formed from the three existing wireless listening Abteilungen in the
east. The formation of this regiment was unwise at that already
critical time. Servicing and supplying the Abteilungen by the regiment
was hardly possible, as the regimental H.O. was so fnr f-mm +ham
Transport comitions were then already very bad and line communications
were often interrupted. In spite of -.he considerable increase in
radio traffic, this only very imperfectly filled the gap. Had it notbeen for the splendid cooperation with the Luftflotte and the Luft-

£25!, ! ^ °f ^6 Abteilu»e' s aerloua plight, the many

the Abteilung
haVe °°nsid^ably hampered the work of

The formation of a listening regiment in the east at an earlier datewould certainly have been advan«*»*n»«.
earner date

„wi +v,= 1, . !
va 1f,- t:i-cn cc^.„v ^t regiment was dissolvedand the personnel transferred to the Abteilung
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ORGANISATION OF LN.RG-T.353

I Abt .

1 Coy.
2 »

3
"

4 "

(Eval .

)

Ln. R

25 Ccy.
12 Coy,

(Evaluation coy.)

(dissolved March f45)

II Abt

7
8

9
10
11

Coy
ii

it

ii

(Eval.)

Ill Abt.

13
14
15
16

17

Coy
ii

ii

ii

ii

(Eval.)

REFORMATION OP III RGT . 353

14 Coy.

( 1 3/353)

III/4 (H3/353)

he y/yrwas the former wireless listening company of Ln Ret *1FLiegerkorps I. The company w.s subordinated £ ^L^er^f i^



ORGANISATION AND DISTRIBUTION ffl> WORK OF EVALUATION OF IIl/LN.fiGT

(EASTERN FRONT
r
SOUTHERN SECTOR!

I. The evaluation in II3/to.Rgt.4 was done entirely in the 13thW
(evaluation company) and was subdivided into the following sections

1. Traffic evaluation

2. D/P evaluation

3. Cryptanalytio section

4. B/T evaluation

5. Long range bomber evaluation (ADD)

6. Final evaluation

7. Evaluation for weather reports

All sections worked in close collaboration with one another. Each

section was run by a responsible chief, who, as far as work was con«

kerned, was under
eotion.

It'll
final

I. Distribution of work in detail

1. Traffic evaluation

Interception (telegraphy) was controlled by the traffic
evaluation section. Each receiver had its fixed network allotted to

it, which was always monitored by the same personnel. The operator
was therefore thoroughly accustomed to the peculiarities of the wire-
less traffic and could help the traffic evaluator considerably.
Search sets were especially looked after by the traffic evaluator.
Newly established airforoe networks were separately monitored till they
were finally identified. The further tasks of the traffic evaluation
section were:-

V

their working relationsb

Interpretation of call-signs.

and

sign systems.
tall

Each air army was covered by a traffic evaluator, whose job it was toachieve the identification of his air army's wireless traffic. Assis-tance was available for compiling statistics and keeping lists of call-
£2V <

T?0rt (slgmlS traffic reP°rt )
was % daily,showing the wireless traffics of the air armies, of their fSS units

e^on KSF SeCti°n Wrked ^sely with the D/F

2. D/P evaluation

room,
Abteilung got their orders from the inter-
' were wirelessed through to the Abteiluxig



from the D/P out-stations. The evaluation of «» ^J^gJ
values was done in the D/P ^lua^°^SeCt^'

f^^re achieved,
average of 300 D/P orders given, 70-80 usable fixes were ac^

A wriiten resume of the results was handed daily to the^ wQre
evaluation and the traffic valuation sections The

thQ
rPT^orted dailv by teleprinter to the Chi-SteJ-Le. a

J^SuSon was isZed fortnightly, containing a summary of

results, new features and noteworthy events. This report

sent to the D/P out-stations, to keep them m the picture.

The Soviet radio beacons were also covered by the ^valuation

section. As the Abteilung had no long wave D/P setsat its ais

posal, the D/Ping of the Soviet radio b eacons was carried out by tne

a/c safety section of Luftflotte 4. For this purpose ^valuator

N.C.O.s were detached from III Abteilung to the a/° safety £%
monitoring, and to control D/Ping. Results were ^°^j^ft£

/P

evaluation section, which after evaluation reported them further to

the Chi-Stelle and the chief signals officer of Luftflotte 4. Tne

Luftflotte had planned to use the enemy's radio beacons for the saiet;

of our own formations on operations. This was unfortunately done on

only a small scale. The formations were always scared to use the

VieiT> n? -i-VioHfi r*Mc> beacons for their own a/c safety, although

almost currently
iignals and duration of radiation were known

In monitoring a distinction was made between

short range radio beacons
long range radio beacons
static radio beacons

Short range radio beacons were operated near the front. They were
used for operations by smallish bomber formations in areas near the
front. Long range radio beacons were situated in rear areas and
principally served the ADD formations for a/c safety on operations.

The recognition signal of the short range radio beacons consisted of
2 letters, which were frequently changed. The recognition signal of
the long range radio beacons consisted of a name (e.g. Drakon)
followed by a dash. The names were kept on for a long time. The
short range and long range radio beacons were mobile and could be
quickly moved.

Static radio beacons sometimes had names as recognition signals.
Others radiated as radio beacon groups with different recognition
signals for each sector (I have forgotten the details now)

.

The picking up of radio beacons was made easier by the monitoring of
navigational networks in the air armies. Specially fruitful was
the monitoring of the navigational network of the 8th air army.
The tactical messages of this network (3 figure code) would be de-
ciphered. Moving of radio beacons, new recognition signals andauration of radiation were thereby mostly known in good tine.
Exact details and instructions for setting up smoke signals for

J?
lafs for lighter and ground attack formations brought ourown fighter formations a good number of victories.

^^ii +!
nit°ring WaS also done in the D/P evaluation section. The

SSVS £3 JW" Radar t6ChniqUe WaS V6iy ^tle deve-

r2S 2 2
6t Union

- Sets available were of foreign origin

^eAT+T^K™"?0™* 1x1 some Eessa«es were called "AmeriSn?*The existence of only a few sets was established by our own raSr
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3. Crypt-analyti

cxypt-analytic section was subdivided into the folding

branches

Erring
2 figure work

3 figure work

and 4 figure work

In the breaking section, new 3 figure and
4
figure codes and tW*

recipherments were worked on till final s^
u*^al

I
^rthereafter

and k figure sections, the incoming message mater!

^

Recced. There too the new codes were <^^b^^e

C

JSSt
recipherments broken. In the 2 figure b

«J« ^Srent
branch, there were carried on breaking and at the same time curr«

deooding of incoming message material.

The Abteilunc's crypt-analysis was centralised in the evaluation

ccmpaS" A sman amount of independent decoding was done only

the radio listening companies of the Pliegerkorps (pi.) and tempo

rarily detached companies and detachments of the Abteilung.

The strength of the crypt-analytic personnel of the Abteilung was on

an average 55, including section heads and auxiliary personnel.

When enough message material came in, all 2 figure, 3 figure, and^

4 figure codes were decoded. 5-figure codes were not worked on in

the Abteilung. These messages were only evaluated from the traffic

point of view and sent on to the Chi-Stelle. For the last 2 years

no further work has been done on the 5 figure codes at the ^ Chi-Stelle

either. How long 5 figure codes were v/orked on at the Chi-Stelle

OKW is unknown. Of the 2 figure, 3 figure and 4 figure message

material that came in, an average of 70"8C$ was decoded in the

Abteilung. A striking feature in the southern sector was also the

large number of codes. The number of the 2 figure codes got con-

siderably less in the course of the campaign. 3 figure codes had
the largest share, while the number of 4 figure codes varied con-
tinually. The enemy ! s systems were retained throughout as far as
oaesars and code-books were concerned. But increases in difficulty
from positions with several equivalents and frequently changing
difficult recipherments kept cropping up. Yet they remained
breakable. Cipher methods, like the whole of wireless working in
general, were influenced fundamentally by the senior signals officer.
Difficult codes, well thought-out code tables (Signaltefeln) showed a
oapable brain as senior signals officer as was the case in the 5th
and 17th air armies. In the oase of specially difficult codes the
enemy often went wrong himself. Frequent repetition of the message
and finally reencoding of the text with an old code made a break-in
and solution easier. Old codes appeared now and then after a con-
siderable time with a new recipherment . The old code was not
recognisable until after fresh key-breaking and establishing true
basio values. What looked like machine ciphers (5 letter) appeared ioccasional at th* end of the campaign. But the message material l

was therefore not worked on. Iand

4. R/T evaluation

The tasks of the R/T evaluation section were;

working

pretation of call-signs and drawing
lists of call-signs

square mterpretations in systems usngnter and ground-attack formations
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breaking of code tables (Signaltafeln)

oard«

ail;
collation or K/T resuxo^ x^x

listening situation report

and collation of R/T reports.

The R/T out-stations reported^^^^^^j^^T^aa.
to the Abteilung and they were evaluated ^J*%^ fj^, be served
Mvanoe evaluation for the requirements of the fannation^
had already been carried out at the out-statxon^ Ones ^n

formation was interested above all in R/T traf
f
L0

1

a^"1°
ljin

r' /_^„
(air to air and ground to air) in order to control its own a/o by

these reports. The R/T evaluation section was "rt?"^^.'^^
link in order from it to olear up the traffxc ^^°nf£p^l™ rotation
flying formations to one another and to make pos sable the ^*£r^°
of call-signs. Call-sign systems were sometxmes ^n to such ™
extent that for some formations- call-signs for a week and *°re on

advance could be given to the out-stations. Grxd-square ^terpre

tations and the breaking of code-tables were carrxed out on clos*

collaboration with the final evaluation and the crypt-analytxo sections

.

Grid-squares and messages encoded from code tables appeared mostly in

R/T networks, in which telegraphic traffic was also passed (e.g. com-

mand network of 17th air army). Grid squares were frequently changed,

but they were always quiokly solved. Signal codes were 3 fxgure tables,

which were sometimes read.

The card-index of a/c pilots, especially of fighter units, was continually

extended from our own observation and from prisoners 1 statements. As

fighter a/c on an operation were often called up by the name of the

pilot, the unit they belonged to could often be made out after a change

of call-signs bv .lust the names of the pilots.

5. Long range bomber evaluation (ADD)

ADD formations were monitored and evaluated separately. The
decoding of message material was done in the crypt-analytic seotion.
In detail the tasks of the long-range bomber evaluation were:

evaluation of traffic
evaluation of content
route tracking.

The ADD corps with their divisions were independent formations under
the command of the ADD command in Moscow. Later an air army was
formed from the ADD formations. They had no ground organisation of
their own. The servicing of the formations was done by the Regional
Air Bases in the area of operation. A distinction was made between
the following kinds of operations:-

long-range operations

front-line operations in support of ground troops

and supply of guerrillas.

ooded vhl rZ*
mmnxy given Dy wireless and could be de-

cZltU
Came to the division moetly 6-8 hours before tte
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6. Pinal evaluation

_ tasks of the final evaluation seotion were in detail:

grid-square interpretations

keeping of ground and air situation maps

keeping of the card-indexes

examination and evaluation of the material

brought in by I c

evaluation of prisoners' statements

collation of radio listening reports and

summaries

*ery air army was covered by a final^^J^> £
the evaluation of content of decoded messaS^?^^;

d he a

flo+o hv the armv liaison officer. Grid-square xiio

evaluators. Grid-squares were principa.

uniform
with in the flying formations. systems w«i« «uu

6_di_it
frequently changed. Grid-squares were always ven ^|^on
numbers To begin with, breaking was made easier by the atioixxon

orlhe first and'last letters of the^t^^^ J^r
in some formations, the grid-squares were reciphered by arbitrary nam

The card-indexes were kept by card-indexers. The following indexes

existed:

card-index for flying formations

card-index for ground organisation

card-index for army formations

card-index for names

card-index for airfields

These card-indexes were kept constantly up to date. Any changes, ev<

the slightest, were recorded. The card-indexes formed the most

A essential basis for the work of the final evaluation seotion.

I o kept the Abteilung supplied with all kinds of P/w interrogation r<

ports, photographs, summaries and single reports on the enemy, which
provided good data for confirming its own findings and clearing up
obscurities.

Prisoners' statements were as a rule not evaluated in the radio
listening reports. If a statement had to be quoted along with them,
a note to that effect was added. An experienced evaluator N.C.O, was
employed at the interrogation centre of Luftflotto k, to interrogate
prisoners for -fche requirements of the radio listening service.
Prisoners of special interest to it were sent by I c ddrect to the
Abteilung for interrogation. The- telephony out-stations had tiie

right to interrogate immediately prisoners belonging to the enemy air
force (shot-down crews). In the matter of captured material, wire-
less traffic data of all kinds and sets were of interest to us.
Shot-down a/c offered a wealth of material for this. There was a
Luftflotte standing order to all G.A.F. units, to send all captured
wireless material to the nearest radio listening station of the G.A.F.
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The following reports were issued by the Abteilung:-

immediate reports

daily radio listening situation report

and the fortnightly radio listening situation

summary

Immediate reports dealt mainly with the discovery of concentrations,

intentions to attack, moves of flying units and ground organisations,

and units appearing for the first time. These reports had to be

communicated forthwith to Luftflotte 4 and the regiment. This was

usually done by telephone, enciphered by neans of a table of cover

names

.

i

The daily situation report and the fortnightly situation summary were

compiled by the chief of the final evaluation section. The staff

covering the air armies and the chiefs of the R/T and the long-range

bomber evaluation sections furnished the contributions to it they had

already worked outc An advance copy of the daily situation report

was sent by teleprinter. The daily situation report and the fort-

nightly situation summary were circulated to the follcwing H.Q.s:-

OKL Gen.Nafue 3 Abt.

Luftflotte 4, I o
Luftflotte 4, I c - photography
Luftflotte 4, I o - leaflet-propaganda
Ln.Rgt.353, 25 Goy.

1/353
11/353
Army Group South I c-/air
Commander Sig.Int. 1

Cornmander Sig.Int. 8

and also to the Fliegerkorps, Plakkorps and Plieger divisions
operating in the Luftflotte area.

7. Evaluation for weather reports:

An independent weather evaluation section was set up in the
Abteilung by the chief of the Metereological Service in autumn 1944Weather reports could be decoded. At first no receivers were usedsolely for intercepting weather reports, but the chief of the Veteralogical Service planned this for later. Weather messages were TZton to the chief of the Metereological Service and Luftflotte 4



12.10.1936

April 1937

Entered the Wehrmacht in 5 Coy. of Ln.ADt. I !

Transferred to 2 Coy. of Ln. Training and

at Halle. In 2 Coy. the first ware! listemng p.

(motorised) of the G.A.F. was formed at this time.

Since 1936 the listening service in the &.A.F. hado

carried on by static listening stations, for the most part

with civilian personnel. With the formation of the first

listening platoon (motorised) the buildmg-up of^the

listening service on a military basis in order thereby to

create the possibility of using it in the field

Monitoring of foreign countries was not yet done by tnis

platoon. The personnel was trained principally in Carman

radio and D/F systems. In the summer of 1937 the platoon

was in action for the first time, in a Wehrmacht skeleton

signals exercise. Results were absolutely nil. But the

exercise did again prove that only the best personnel coul<

be considered for employment in the listening service.

Further the exercise showed the necessity from now on of

continuously attaching the wireless personnel to the stati

W stations for final training and familiarisation with the

wireless traffics of foreign countries.

Oct.37-July 38 Posted away to courses and to the Kriegsschule.

August 38

Sept. 38

Oot.38-Feb.39

Feb. 39

Course of instruction at W station at FULSNITZ.

The area monitored was at that time: Czechoslovakia, Poland

and the Soviet Union. Special value was put at that time on

the results from monitoring Cz echo-Slovakia . The Czech air
force was intercepted by monitoring the met. network (weather
service), the a/c safety service, and army air traffics.

Transfer to 2 Coy. of Ln.Abt.Ob.d.L. at POTSDAM-EICHE.

Posted to force "Stephan" in Hungary as a detachment com-
mander in NYIRIGYHAZA.
The listening stations set up in Hungary in October 38 were
formed by the listening platoon of the Ln.Abt.Ob.d.L. This
force "Stephan" was formed in spring 1939 by the W z tb,V.
The control station was in BUDAPEST. A separate detaohment
was at NYIRIGYHAZA and moved in January 39 to DEBRECEN.
D/Fing was done at BUDAPEST, DEBRECEN, SZEGED and later at
PAPA. Cz echo-Slovakia (till March 39), the Soviet Union,
Poland, Rumania, and Yugo-slavia were monitored. Later
Turkey and Greece were added to the list. The evaluation
and crypt-analytic sections were at BUDAPEST.

Transfer to 2 Coy. of the Ln.Training and Experimental Rgt
a t\ /m n

aS Platoon commander of the Wireless Listeningand D/F platoon. The platoon's training was kept up byfrequent exercises. The wireless personnel were con-tinually being posted to the W stations for instruction.

ttefS?!*^
**" the P^toon carried out monitoring of

was iSt^^ 1"*6 middle °f kv̂ st 39 the platoon

nent Itr^ ??* PrUS3ia againSt Poland
- A small detach-ment remained for special purposes at KOETHEN.



26.8.39-3.10.39 Employment in Slovakia and Poland as commander of a listening

TSSSL of the Wireless LiningJJ*^*^
the Ln.Training and Experimental Rgt., rexntorcea y

tors from W stations, ms put into service ™
Slovakia at ZL^-NEUDCBF. Close <*^5^f*.

W
^e static

on with an army listening station (a *$£
listening station at TULIW , which was a3xeao£ there.

•

area monitored was Poland. The metereologxcal and o/o

safety networks and some air traffics in W/T and R/T were

intercepted. The number of clear-text messages rose very

quickly after the first days of the invasion. J®^*
were reported to W Control 4 in VIENNA. d^f°*
later moved to HUMMANEE (Eastern Slovakia) and at the ena

of the Polish campaign to CRACOW.

4.10.-31.12.39 Course of instruction with the IIl/Ln.Rgt.Ob.d.L.
Ji.i

t^ w±reless listening ^ D/F piatoon from KOETHEN and the

listening detachment from Slovakia came together again alter

the Polish campaign in the III Abteilung (wireless listening

Abteilung) of the Ln.Rgt.Ob.d.L. , as the platoon was trans-

ferred to the Rgt. Ob. a. L. This platoon with the new title

"Listening platoon z.b.V.1" and another platoon "Listening

platoon z.b.V.2" became companies in December 1939 and went

for employment in the West. At that time the III Abteilung

did initial training of recruits but even tho» they were

trained for the requirements of the listening service. The

commander of Abteilung III was at the same time the director

of the Chi-Stelle at POTSDAM-MARSTALL

•

The monitoring of traffic in the Russo-Pinnish war was

especially interesting at that time. The Soviet operations

could be followed perfectly by the wireless listening ser-

vice. The results of this monitoring provided valuable
data for the future of the evaluation as well as for the

crypt-analytio sections.

1 . 1 . 1 940 . Attached t o Chi-Stelle OKW.

1.1. -31. 12.40 wireless listening
VARNA (Bulgaria). Listening
Bulgaria by the OKW at SOFIA, BURGAS and VARNA. SOFIA and
BURGAS were manned by the army, VARNA by the G.A.F. The
G.A.F. monitored Syria, Greece and the Mediterranean area.
Evaluation was done on only a small scale. There was no
crypt-analytic section. Material and results were passed
on to Chi OKW and the Chi-Stelle Ob.d.T..

In the autumn of 1940 the G.A.P. planned to expand the
listening servioe in the Balkan area. For this purpose
a listening station was set up at CONSTANZA as out-station
of the W z.b.V. Further a wireless listening company
(motorised) was to be employed in Bulgaria. Therefore in
December 1940 the detachment at VARNA was withdrawn and
was sent to reinforce the listening station in CONSTANZA

.

1.1.-1.2,41 Attached to listening station CONSTANZA

.

3.2.41. -Deo.43 Company Comnander of La wireless listening Coy.(ifc>t.) 9A
Nov^bet ESt** ^d already been °Perat^ in SOFIA since

Y^%yl2?t*°r The rest of the company was brought there

SSfflS MarCh 1941
'

ae ^nitored wL : 32*
W^JST' Mediterranea» area, and Turkey. Turkey

SSvSSr I m °Ut-St^ion °f the «**°*y ** HDSS1 (neariVj< — **« had at its disposal independent
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.^jrtic sections. W^gf
,„„~, a^nded. Decoding of Engnsn

Turkish messages were .

,ages was started by a crypt-analyt

he compare from the Chi-Stelle.

The Balkan campaigns brought Sig.Int g*^"^ ^
High Command recognised here too that Sig.Int. was

pStant and indispensable factor
• ^tflo

paigns the company reported its results ^
i,. and to Pliegerkorps VIII. m May "»

£
switched over to monitoring the Soviet Union. J^J

per

sSnel for monitoring the Mediterranean ^^^en t«

w 14 which had moved in the meantime from HIRSCHSTET1J

near vSS to ATHENS . On the 6th of June the company

SSl^SflKODL SARAT (Rumania) to Fli^korps W -
The

company stayed with the Corps till September 1941. In

that^riod the company was able continuously to repo^to

the Corps important information discovered about

At the end of September the company joined the ^V^-HS^.*
at NIKOLAIEV and since then has remained directly rath tne

Abteilung.
*

MarchApril TrU MUX v^iumc**^ ^. w

Pliegerkorps VIII for the Kertsoh and Sevastopol offensive.

In June the Abteilung moved to MARIUPOL. In September to

KISSLADOWSK (Caucasus). On the retreat starting, the

Abteilung moved back to MARIUPOL on 0.1.43.

10.2.-27.11.43 Commander of a listening detachment in EUPATORIA (Crimea).

This detachment was put into service in the Crimea to meet

the desire of Fliegerkorps I to have a Sig.Int. of its own.

The area monitored was at that time the 4th and 5th air

armies in front of the Kuban bridgehead. The detachment

had an independent evaluation and crypt-analytic section.

Dec.43 - end Employed as Abteilung commander of IIl/Ln.Rgt.4.

of war The Abteilung had meanwhile moved from MARIUPOL with a short

stay at KRIWOJ ROG to KAMIviENSKQJE near DNEPROPETROVSK and
in September 1943 to NIKOLAIEV. Because of further enemy
pressure the Abteilung moved at the beginning of March 1944
to ODESSA and in the middle of March 1944 to BACAU in
Rumania. In order to have better signals coimunications,
a move was made at the beginning of April to DEBRECEN
(Hungary). In September 1944 the Abteilung had to move to
HORN near VIENNA. A company for monitoring flying units
was left with Luftflotte 4 direct, as frequent interruption
of line communications had to be reckoned with then. At
the end of April 1945 the move to MUHtfZKIRCHEN near PASSAU
took place. On 3.5.45. the last move to TAUPLITZ (Styria)

.

On 8.5.45. at 1200 hours operation was stopped on the
command of Luftflotte 4.

In the campaign against the Soviet Union the wireless .

flistening service fully proved its worth as a source of I

information about the enemy and received full recognition Ifrom the High Command. Especially during continued spellsof bad weather, at the time of the retreat and when diffi- <

culties of supply, espeoially of M/T fuel, were met, the

oTTJ^Z
had f°r the High G°™* a constant flow I

SotoTS £ m*%' Wh±0h ^ exactS ^ enany 8i*^tioi. There was never a Schwer-

r^rted 2 £*?2~ °f a lor*e SCale *ttack whi<* STStreported m good time by the wireless listening serviceAccord^ to a statement of the I c of LufSt ? the

SST"8 86rViCe ** * m Shar
° * U6able r^ ^ the
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(a)

COLLAB(BATION THE SIG.INT

AND THE HT^^TaN T.TSTTflflNG SERVICE,

Ajttff AND
THE SECTOR

n the southern seotor there was close collaborationJ^g^T
of Sig.lnt. 1 and later also with the o«-«flnJ« of

^J'S*^. of the

methods of the aw Sig.lnt were -J^fjj,*^^ were occasionally
G.A.P. Liaison officers and N.C.O.s were exenang

d Q3qp<3
.

used in the final evaluation sections. Reports, surmane ,

rienoes of interest were constantly exchanged.

*e large number of search sets used in the army ^fjL^^^^'
cance fo the ftJLjF. Newly established -r ^rce traff^s w

-

over to the G.A.P. immediately by the army. a go^u. "c

searoh work was spared us thereby.

'or assessing the general situation the G.A.J?'.-s repux ^ r™ in the
sable to Sfe army! Especially when radio silence came into forcein the

army units, the army listening service had to assess even the ground

situation chiefly from the reports of the G.A.P.

fee first indications of the formation of a Schwerpunkt and of impending

attacks were often in the monitoring results of the G.*.F.

(h) The navy in the southern sector had the Black Sea Fleet 01 me sovi^

Unices its monitoring area. As the Black Sea feet's code was un-

broken, results could only be achieved by traffic and p/p evaluation.

There were navy monitoring stations at CONSTANZA and EUPATORIA (Crimea)

.

The navy was specially interested in the monitoring of the Black Sea sea-

plane forces. The seaplanes were monitored by the Abteilung itself, by

a company in CONSTANZA and an out-station at EUPATORIA (Crimea) .
The

navy was kept posted on results. The Black Sea seaplane forces con-

sisted of bomber, torpedo, fighter, and sea rescue units. Bases and

strength were currently known (last total strength about 180 a/o.)

The signal code of the reconnaissance a/c could be decoded. The guiding

of our own fighters by the listening service on to reconnaissance a/o on

operations often brought us victories. The navy was specially interested

in recce reports about our own ship movements, particularly for reports of
positions and courses of our convoys, as after a report by the recce a/o
attacks by a/c or submarine could usually be reckoned with. The calling
up of fighter protection, timely warning and changes of course often
foiled the enemy 1 s existing intentions to attack.

(o) ftiere had been collaboration with the Hungarian listening service since
the creation of the W z.b.V. It consisted rather of getting the
Hungarians used to the methods of the German listening service. The
Hungarian listening service never showed great capabilities. It lacked
capable brains, especially in crypt-analysis. The Hungarians were
naturally interested mainly in monitoring Rumania and Yugoslavia. Their
results were always very slight. In the German view the Hungarian
listening service lacked absolute reliability. For that reason re-
covered codes were not passed on to them either.

In spring 1942 a Hungarian listening company cone to the Eastern frontfor operation. The Abteilung attached a liaison d etachnent to this
oonpany. After operating for a year the conpany was withdrawn.
Successes had been very slight.

^he
r
Hu^aS^°i t^°

n
-

°f the W Z 'b ' V
(
end * 19^) regained withthe Hungarian listening service only a snail liaison detachment of the
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t -i a qjji, closer liriison

/hen the Abteilung moved to DEBRECEN in April W, ^ existing

with the Hungarian listening service was res

Hungarian listening batallion, a JWjW^g com0I£ of the Abteilung

nonitored air force traffic, was put under tne ^ a crypt- ,

for operational purposes. ^^f^fuS^value

.

analytic section of its own, out they were 01 n
;

Che aaw v,as -ployed within the—^0^^ E" "

an intercept company with definxte n^orks later noved

messages were worked on in the Abteilung.
J*™ "^* respect sub- 1

with the Abteilung to Reich territory, ^
dJf^/^f^well.

ordinated to the Abteilung. The company had done its ^
Direction and discipline even at orltlc^^fJ orders, and was

1.5.45. the company had to be given up according to orue ,

moved to a Hungarian collecting camp.

unwrrnRTWi TN THE SOUTHERN SECTOR OP THE EASTERN

R/T monitoring in the southern sector or tne eastern uuu,— "

As a contrast, in the morthern sector (Leningrad front) and in the central

service. Telephony out-stations operating in spring 1942 in the Crxnea

during the Kertsch and Sevastopol offensive had no success m monitoring2 units. Only a few practice R/T traffics in the Caucasus area were

oSSXd. incidentally busy R/T traffics of army units were intercepted and

their evaluated results often provided worthwhile single targets for the G.A.F.

A telephony out-station operating in autumn 1942, in the Terek sector (Cauoa-s

also sained very few successes. It was not till after the retreat, namely in

the spring of 1943, that very active R/T traffics of fighter units, air to air

and ground to air, appeared in the southern sector in front of the Kuban

bridgehead. R/T monitoring put into operation immediately afterwards brought

good results from now on. The filter units of air army 4 were principally

equipped with the LAG-3 and 2 regiments with Airacobras. R/T traffics of

ground attack units (IL - 2) appeared on only a small scale. The interception

of the figWer escort's r/t traffics made it possible to guide our own fighters

on to the approaching ground attaok formation.

With every Jagddivision there was a control station near the front line

which controlled the fighters on operations. After the take-off a short
traffic was started with the control station for tuning purposes. The ensuing
conversations were carried on without any great secrecy. Plaoe names, allo-
cation of areas of operation, recognised targets, and orders to attack were
given openly. German a/c were generally called "bandits", or the exact a/a
type was given openly. The recce a/° Focke-Wulf 189 was called "RAmA" .

The frequencies on which the traffics were carried on lay between 3000
and 4600 kcs. There was a preference for the frequencies around 4000 kes.
Each fighter regiment had its call-sign allotted to it (e.g. Orol, Tsohaika,
etc.). The individual a/c had in addition a one or two digit number. At
that time call-signs were usually not changed for 10 days. Later call-signs

iog. dt/q were also often called up by the name
of the pilot. Aces, like Grischkin for example, were always named.



R/T discipline was generally bad at the beginning. a/o and

static often carried on a conversation without any restraint. ^ise^a

censure were often given verbally to the n/c by the control ^
later U/T discipline improved considerably. Above^all, it was re^^?
that E/T traffics were being intensively monitored by the German listening

servioe and the results used for controlling fighters.

E/T traffics of bomber units were monitored intermittently. Prom the

of 192,4 onwards, the R/T traffic of ADD formations on operations was

oontinually intercepted. R/T discipline was very good and monitoring

yielded only slight information.

R/T traffics of sea recce a/c appeared on a small scale 0 Recce re-

ports were passed on in telegraphy traffic with signal cedes.

In the southern sector the aim was to have an R/T monitoring section

with each of our own fighter units. Owing to the smallness of our own

fighter strength this was also possible in most oases. The R/T out-stations

were provided directly by the Abteilung and by the wireless listening com-

panies of the Fliegerkorps (pi.)- The strength of the out-stations varied.

Yet the aim was to have at least 4 receivers in operation. Operation was
carried out immediately with the unit to be served. The immediate evaluator
was at the battle H.Q. of the fighter unit and passed on the information to
the operations controller who used it to control our own fighters.

A D/P base for R/T monitoring was made up of 3-4 out-stations. Each
out-station had one short wave D/P set. The short wave close range D/P sets
of Czech origin used at first and the Telefunken D/F set P!N 57n did not come
up to standard. So the outstations were soon equipped with short wave
Adoocks (A 70f), which gave satisfactory results for R/T monitoring. In
order to get fixes on approaching units, a good line connection for the out-
stations was demanded. Communication by wireless was too slow. As far as
was technically possible, the out-stations were wired for a ring landline
circuit.

R/T monitoring in the southern sector proved of high value to our own
fighter units. Fighters guided by the listening service nearly always came
into contact with the eneny and won victories. Especially towards the end
of fee eastern campaign, the listening service made possible economical em-ployment of our own weak fighter force. Apart from the evaluation of R>monitoring for its own fighter unit, the information gleaned f rx>m R/T traffic;
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WIRELESS LISTENING SERVICE THE SOVI TTTTT^N
fq™TrHKKN SECTOR \

\

n.vi- »Wt the wiii-ess listening servioe

Very little information was available about the wim ^
of the Soviet Union. A listening service d^ ll ±dZ of the existence of
secret. Most prisoners from signals staff had no idea ot tn ^
such a department. The Soviet wireless listening service carr

traffic and D/F evaluation. A lively D/F cf^V^iraf J^r)

.

listening service was monitored by the II Abteilung (central sector;

In the area of Luftflotte 4, a member of the Soviet "f^*"^
06

was once interrogated but unfortunately he did not know much
. £

ojypt

rtio section is stated to have existed, but it was kept stnctly apart

from other listening personnel. It is alleged to have worked with

Le success. All German traffics discovered and those of their allies

monitored. Continual watch was kept on German R/T traffics.

At ODESSA there had been a school at which 2-year cours

sning service were carried on. In the southern sector

=>rnno- s^t.inn is said to have been at TUAPSE.

for the
large static

During the Kertsch offensive some charts of the Soviet listening ser-

v/ere captured by a wireless listening company of the army. They

ed results of traffic and D/P evaluation of German and Rumanian wirel

fics. Call-sign interpretations were partly right. Locations of

s (d/P results) of German and Rumanian staffs were sometimes right,

times completely wrong.

No exact picture of the Soviet listening service, especially of its
ciency, was gained during the course of the campaign.

According to the few statements available, the Soviet Union was en-
ouring to develop its wireless listening organisation into an effects
rument (a few more schools of the listening service are said to have
ted apart from ODESSA)

.

Difficulties probably lay in the breaking of German codes (machine
ers) and m the less highly developed wireless technique of the Sov
n. Suitable sets for intercepting German wireless traffics were v
y not always available. *"


